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Me encanta que las activdades de Vida Práctica 

incluyan esto…
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Me encantaría 

que las 

actividades de 

Vida Práctica 

también 

incluyan esto…
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Y esto…
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Y esto…
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I would love to see what’s included 

under practical life expanded to 

include knowing how to fix a car and 

change a tire, basic plumbing, 

knowing how to use tools to build 

something. 

I would love to see some form of 

farming (growing food or spices)

in all Montessori schools.



Critical cognitive skills like 

reasoning, problem-solving, self-

control, working memory, & 

cognitive flexibility can all be 

taught thru wilderness survival, 

theatre, martial arts, dance, 

sports, carpentry, music-making, 

auto mechanics, circus, or play.



Me encantaría ver más 

música, danza, y actividad 

física en Montessori.



Me encantaría que la música de El Sistema y la 

educación Montessori unieran fuerzas.

Sus principios son muy congruentes.



Nunca avergüences a un niño

Abreu: “Hacerlo mal es sólo aquello que haces en 

el camino a hacerlo bien”

Sin miedo al 

fracaso



Los niños se enseñan unos a otros 

Abreu:  “Aquella persona que sabe 3 notas es el 

maestro de aquella que sabe 2”

Enseñanza entre pares 



Working together with others.  Building community:

“The primary skill you learn in El Sistema is not your 

instrument; the primary skill is working together.  It’s using 

the orchestra as a metaphor for how we work together as    

a society – to become fantastic at working together.”



www.devcogneuro.com/videos/music_v3.wmv   (will only show 3 minutes)  



www.devcogneuro.com/videos/DEAF-el_sistema-2_min.wmv



Landfill Harmonic



www.devcogneuro.com/videos/landfill_harmonic
_amazing_and_inspirational_5min_32sec.wmv



Jackie  

Davis

Youth Circus

Social Circus



- If you make a mistake, just try 

again.

- Children teach one another.

- They help & support one another. 

They learn to rely on & trust each 

other. A close-knit ‘family’ develops 

- It’s hands on. You learn by doing, 

not by being lectured at.





www.devcogneuro.com/videos/circus_v3.wmv



www.devcogneuro.com/videos/juventas_circus

_3min_51sec.wmv



The DIY (do it 

yourself) Circus Lab

ONLINE CIRCUS 

VIDEO LIBRARY FOR 

BEGINNERS 

comprises 30 lessons 

that correspond with 

every activity in the 

book: make-your-

own props from 

everyday materials 

and circus skill basic 

tutorials.

https://www.diycircuslab.com/



www.devcogneuro.com/videos/meet_the_juggle_

board_1min_45sec.wmv



www.devcogneuro.com/videos/juggling_for_

the_masses_1min_23sec.wmv



www.devcogneuro.com/videos/Five-

step-juggling_6min_30sec.wmv



I have talked less

about research findings 

that indicate that Maria 

Montessori got things

amazingly right.



Greater benefits if 

the child gets to choose   

the activity

1



Empowering youth by giving 

them a say 

in even a minor aspect of how an 

activity is done

has been shown consistently

to produce more commitment

to, and engagement in, the 

activity and more improvement. 



Letting preschoolers choose story components (e.g., setting, character, 

plot) improves their narrative production & comprehension skills more 

than when those story components are chosen for them. 
Khan, Nelson, & Whyte (2014). Children choose their own stories: the impact of 

choice on children's learning of new narrative skills. J of Child Language, 41, 949-62 

4th & 5th graders given a say about incidental, minor aspects of an 

arithmetic learning activity show greater gains in motivation, involvement, 

& learning than their counterparts given no say in shaping the activity. 
Cordova & Lepper (1996). Intrinsic motivation and the process of learning: Beneficial 

effects of contextualization, personalization, and choice. J of Ed Psych, 88, 715-30

Given a choice of which anagrams to do, 7-9 year-olds enjoy doing the 

task more, willingly devote more time to it, and perform better than if an 

experimenter tells them which anagrams to do. 
Iyengar & Lepper (1999). Rethinking the role of choice: A cultural perspective on 

intrinsic motivation. J of Personality & Social Psych,76, 349-66

Eliciting and acknowledging adolescents’ perspectives and offering them 

choices about treatment options improves their motivation to stop 

smoking and their success. 
Williams et al. (1999) Presenting the facts about smoking to adolescents: Effects of 

an autonomy supportive style. Arch Pediatr Adolesc Med, 153, 959-64



The research shows that when    

youth have a say they work harder, 

are more engaged, 

perform better, 

and improve more…

Ackerlund et al., 2015: even if what 

they are instructed to do is exactly 

what they would have chosen on 

their own.



We adults tend to want to DO

for children

but research shows that

LESS IS MORE

“Every unnecessary help is a 

hindrance”

2



When a child is struggling, our 

natural first inclination is to want to 

get in there and help.

Si tú solucionas el problema, tú 

eres el héroe y el fuerte y el niño  es 

el débil y el necesitado.



We must

be patient
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Dales tiempo a los pequeños 

para descubrir las cosas por sí 

solos.

No te apures para intervenir o 

ayudar. 



Fire

What makes a fire burn

is space between the logs,

a breathing space.

Too much of  a good thing, 

too many logs

packed in too tight

can douse the flames

almost as surely 

as a pail of  water would.

So building fires

requires attention

to the spaces in between,

as much as to the wood.



When we are able to build

open spaces 

in the same way

we have learned

to pile on the logs,

then we can come to see how 

it is fuel, and absence of  the fuel

together, that make fire possible. 

We only need to lay a log

lightly from time to time.

A fire

grows

simply because the space is there,

with openings

in which the flame

that knows just how it wants to burn

can find its way.         - Judy Brown



If we let children try but 

don’t provide supports 

(scaffolding), children fail and 

feel embarassed or frustrated.



Force (trying to force a child to do 

something) is almost never the 

right answer.

It is usually met by an equal and 

opposite force in the opposite 

direction, resisting it.

It intensifies resistance, rather 

than diffusing it.

3



Research has shown repeatedly 

that we learn best by doing, 

not by being lectured at.

4



Freeman et al. 

(2012)

Active learning increases student 

performance in science, 

engineering, and mathematics.

Proceedings of  the Nat’l Acad Sci. 

vol.111(23), p. 8410-8415 



Bonawitz et al. 

(2012)

also found that self-discovery

produced better results 

than direct instruction



Aprendizaje práctico (con las manos)

Hemos evolucionado para ser capaces de 

aprender a ayudarnos a actuar, a ayudarnos  

a hacer lo que necesitábamos. 

Aprendes algo cuando lo NECESITAS para 

algo que quieres HACER.

Si la información no es relevante para una 

acción, no ponemos atención de la misma 

manera (así se explica la diferencia en 

recordar el camino entre el conductor y el 

pasajero de un vehículo).



El aprendizaje de los niños pequeños 

tiene que ser activo e interactivo.

Conceptos pueden y deberían intro-

ducirse visual y táctilmente antes de 

introducirse a través del lenguaje.

Cuando se introduzcan esas palabras, los 

niños ya van a tener un conocimiento 

profundo de esos conceptos.



Por ejemplo: si los niños juegan con los 

materiales didácticos (imagen de abajo), 

aprenden los conceptos de altura y diámetro 

sin usar las palabras. 

Misma altura

Se distinguen solo 

por la altura

Se distinguen solo por 

el diámetro

Mismo diámetro



misma altura

mismo diámetro



Many practical life activities 

train both focused attention  

and concentration as well as  

fine motor & gross motor skills.

5.



They should be excellent 

for improving executive 

functions in young children.
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Los niños más jóvenes tienen un 

control de la atención muy 

inmaduro.

Pueden distraerse fácilmente 

con bellos posters en las 

paredes.

6



Maestros de 

Kínder y primaria 

disfrutan 

decorando 

bellamente las 

paredes de sus 

salones con 

muchos posters y 

fotografías. 



Resulta ser que decorar las paredes hace 

más difícil para los niños más pequeños el 

concentrarse en su trabajo escolar; se 

distraen. 

Fisher et al. (2014) demostraron que los 

niños más jóvenes son más capaces de 

poner atención, y aprenden más, cuando las 

paredes están desnudas. 

Fisher et al. (2014). Psychological Science 

vol. 25,  p. 1362-1370
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Las relaciones de 

cuidado 

son un gran 

generador de  

beneficios

7



¿Qué es lo más importante en la 

educación de la infancia temprana ?

No es la cantidad de niños

No es la relación cuidador-niño

No es tener los mejores materiales

Sino, la relación afectuosa entre el        

profesor y los niños.

Según estudios internacionales

(por ejemplo, Melhuish, 1990)



Relationship matters far more 

..instructional style

..subject matter knowledge

..adult : child ratio,    or

..having the best equipment



Kuhl et al. 2003: 

9-month-olds exposed to 12 sessions of:

a person speaking a foreign language to them 

or seeing a video of the same person saying 

exactly the same things 

learned phonemes through the live 

presentation, but not the recorded one.



The conversation (the human interaction) that takes 

place in the context of reading seems to benefit 

language development, literacy, & brain maturation 

even more than the reading itself.

The critical variable is the # of conversational turns 

taken. It is talking *with* the child, listening to & 

responding, not talking to or at the child, that drives 

the effect. 



Children who have experienced more 

conversational turns  

show greater activation in the language 

region in prefrontal cortex (Broca’s Area).

That explains almost 50% of  the relation 

between early language exposure and later 

language skills.

Romeo, Leonard, Robinson, West, Mackey, Rowe, & Gabrieli (2018) 

Beyond the 30-Million-Word Gap: Children’s Conversational Exposure 

Is Associated With Language-Related Brain Function.

Psychological Science, 29, 700-710. 



Walsh, B.A., & Blewitt, P. (2006). The effect of questioning 

style during storybook reading on novel vocabulary acquisition 

of preschoolers. Early Childhood Education J., 33, 273-278. 

Sénéchal, M., Thomas, E., & Monker, J. (1995). Individual 

differences in 4-year-old children's acquisition of vocabulary 

during storybook reading. J. of Ed. Psychology, 87, 218-229. 

Kertoy, M.K. (1994). Adult interactive strategies and the 

spontaneous comments of preschoolers during joint storybook 

readings. Journal of Research in Childhood Education, 9, 58-67.

The conversation that takes place in the context of  reading 

seems to have more benefit than the reading itself. 

That builds on a lot of  earlier work 

showing similar results:



La interacción humana 

en programas escolares 

• el cuidado y atención

• escuchar & responder

• observar el lenguaje corporal o la 

expresión facial

• notar porqué un niño no está 

entendiendo algo

No puede ser duplicado por la 

tecnología



Entusiasmo 

Apasionado

como generador de 

beneficios

8



Cuando tenemos la fortuna de 

trabajar en algo que nos 

apasiona,

no existe una clara distinción 

entre “trabajo” y “juego”



Are these 

young people 

working or playing?  



Are these budding 

musicians working 

or playing?



There’s a seeming contradiction:

People who are more physically active 

& physically fit have better EFs

but

Aerobic interventions (even ones that  

last a year) do little to improve EFs



The majority of aerobic 

exercise interventions 

have NOT improved 

memory or

executive functions.

(no suggestion of benefits in 59% of 32 studies)



Results are even worse

for 

Resistance Training



Yet

People who are more physically 

active and have better aerobic fitness 

have better EFs.

That’s true for kids:  Scudder et al. 2014 

Hillman, Castelli, & Buck 2005

and for older adults:  Boucard et al. 2012

Voelcker-Rehage, Godde, & Staudinger 2010 



Maybe it has to do with this: 

Many people who maintain 

better fitness do so by 

participating in activities

to which they are          

deeply committed. 



These activities are a 

major source of JOY

for them.



But many intervention studies 

randomly assign participants 

to a condition that they may 

have little interest in.



Many intervention studies have looked 

at ‘decontextualized’ skills abstracted 

from the sport they are used in, such as 

practicing dribbling a basketball but 

never playing basketball.



People are more likely to be 

emotionally invested in a sport than in 

decontextualized drills.

Emotional investment may be key to 

whether an activity, even if it 

challenges EFs, actually improves them.



A recent study evaluated the effects of

2 different ways of teaching tennis:

• technique-based approach (TBA) 

• playing a simplified version of tennis (P+S) 

vs. watching TV 

in 6-12 year olds

Ishihara et al. 2017



The Beneficial Effects of Game-based Exercise Using Age-appropriate Tennis 

Lessons on the Executive Functions of 6- to 12-year-old Children

Isihara et al. (2017)   Neuroscience Letters, 642, 97-101 

Stroop Task 

Performance



La ansiedad por el 

desempeño no es 

benéfica
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Is it productive to worry about grades? 

Is it productive to worry about being cut 

from a team?

Isn’t it likely that young people will do 

better at whatever they are doing if they 

care less about winning, being the best 

at it, or getting an ‘A’, but do it just for 

the sheer pleasure of it?



Worrying about being 

embarrassed 

or that you might be 

made to feel ashamed

is not beneficial



Many children are so 

terrified of making a 

mistake that they’re afraid 

to try anything new.



But it’s okay to make mistakes.  

Everyone makes mistakes, 

even us.



imperfecto ≠ sin valor



Being  Imperfect   

is NOT a problem.

EVERYONE makes mistakes.

Everyone is imperfect.



3 labs independently predicted that

1. COMT-Mets would show worse EFs 

when mildly stressed

2. COMT-Vals would show better EFs

when mildly 

stressed



All 3 labs found 

the same results –

None found 

what was predicted for 

Hypothesis #2



Val/ Val COMT

Met / Met COMT

Buckert et al. (2012): Under stress, young adults homozy-

gous for COMT-Val158 showed better EF performance  

than young adults homozygous for COMT-Met158

Val

Met



Val/ Val COMT

Met / Met COMT

Buckert et al. (2012): Under stress, young adults homozy-

gous for COMT-Val158 showed better EF performance  

than young adults homozygous for COMT-Met158

Val

Met



Val/ Val COMT

Met / Met COMT

Buckert et al. (2012): Under stress, young adults homozy-

gous for COMT-Val158 showed better EF performance  

than young adults homozygous for COMT-Met158

Val

Met



Stress x COMT Genotype Interaction on N-Back Task Performance  

(accuracy difference on 2-back vs. 0-back)

Qin, Cousijn, 

Rijpkema, Luo, 

Franke, Hermans, 

& Fernández

(2012)

Frontiers in 

Integrative 

Neuroscience

vol 6



Stress x COMT Genotype Interaction on N-Back Task Performance  

(accuracy difference on 2-back vs. 0-back)

Vals: no significant 

difference when

calm or stressed

Qin, Cousijn, 

Rijpkema, Luo, 

Franke, Hermans, 

& Fernández

(2012)

Frontiers in 

Integrative 

Neuroscience

vol 6



Stress x COMT Genotype Interaction on N-Back Task Performance  

(accuracy difference on 2-back vs. 0-back)

Mets: Significantly 

worse when

stressed 

than when

calm
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Mets: 

Significantly 

worse when

stressed 

than when

calm.
(They needed 

much more time 

to respond.)



Mild stress hurts some

(e.g., COMT-Mets) 

and aids none

(COMT-Vals are better able to 

tolerate it, but they are not 

helped by it).



Harvard Center on the Developing Child



But is stress, 

even when mild, 

ever a good thing?



Children need to feel safe 

…to push the limits of what they know, 

…to venture into the unknown, 

…to take the risk of making a mistake or of 

being wrong. 

They can’t relax if they’re worried 

you might embarass them.

They can’t relax if they feel a lot of 

pressure to always succeed 

and never mess up.



A few weeks of  stress in preparation for a 

major exam disrupts communication   

between PFC and other brain regions.

(including parietal cortex, anterior cingulate cortex, 

the insula, and the cerebellum) 

Liston, Casey, & McEwen (2009) PNAS



...trying to always be in control

…insisting that things need to be 

a certain way

…not letting go of  old regrets or 

grudges from the past.

OTHER SOURCES OF 

UNNECESSARY STRESS 



RELAX



La Alegría & 

el Reto de Superar los 

Propios Límites 

son mejores motivadores 

que el Miedo y la Ansiedad



www.devcogneuro.com/videos/americas_best_young_math_minds_

compete_in_rio_56sec.wmv



I wonder if it is enough to 

implement Montessori just in 

Education.  

I think we also need 

Montessori psychotherapy,

Montessori medicine, and 

Montessori conflict resolution.



re: Psychotherapy

In the following quotes one is 

tempted to think it is Maria 

Montessori speaking.



re: Psychotherapy

“Non-directive therapy is based 

upon the assumption that the 

individual has within himself, not 

only the ability [but also the drive] 

to solve his own problems.”

--- Virginia Axline



“The therapist maintains a deep 

respect for the child’s ability to solve 

his own problems if given an 

opportunity to do so. The 

responsibility to make choices and to 

institute change is the child’s.”

- Virginia Axline



“[A child] is capable of 

solving his own problems, 

making his own choices, 

taking responsibility for himself 

in many more ways than he is 

usually permitted to do.”



“Non-directive therapy grants the 

individual the permissiveness to 

be himself, to learn to know 

himself, to chart his own course 

openly and above board.” 

- Virginia Axline



“Many cases seem to prove that the 

only need of the individual is the 

need to be unshackled, to be freed, 

to be permitted to expand into a 

complete self without a frustrating 

and warping struggle to satisfy this 

inner drive.” - Virginia Axline



“Change in behavior, if it is to have 

any lasting value, must come from 

within the individual as a result of 

insight that he has achieved.”       

- Virginia Axline



“The therapist does not… hurry [the 

child], or, in impatience, quickly do things 

for him - that implies a lack of confidence 

in his ability to take care of himself. She 

never laughs at him - with him, 

sometimes - but never at him.” 

- Virginia Axline



“It is not always easy to let the child lead the 

way when he seems to be very close to the 

heart of his problem and yet seems to be 

skirting around it. 



“It is not always easy to let the child lead the 

way when he seems to be very close to the 

heart of his problem and yet seems to be 

skirting around it. However, experience warns 

that therapy cannot be hurried…. When a child 

is ready to express his feelings in the presence 

of the therapist, he will do so. He cannot be 

hurried into it. ” - Virginia Axline



“[In non-directive play therapy, the 

child] “is in command of the situation 

and of himself, no one tells him what to 

do, no one criticizes what he does, no 

one nags, or suggests, or goads him on, 

or pries into his private world.”



“It is a unique experience for a child 

suddenly to find adult suggestions, 

mandates, rebukes, restraints, 

criticisms, disapprovals, support, 

intrusions gone.” 

- Virginia Axline



The child “gains respect for 

himself as an individual of value. 

He learns to accept himself.”

- Virginia Axline

book: Play Therapy



“The therapist’s role, though non-

directive, is not a passive one, but one 

which requires alertness, sensitivity, and 

an ever-present appreciation of what the 

child is doing and saying. It calls for 

understanding and a genuine interest in 

the child.” - Virginia Axline



“There is no severer discipline than to 

maintain the completely accepting 

attitude and to refrain at all times 

from injecting any directive sugges-

tions or insinuations into the play of 

the child.”

- Virginia Axline



“I [Virginia Axline] believe that it is the same inner 

drive toward self-realization, maturity, fulfillment, 

and independence that also creates those 

conditions which we call maladjustment, 



“I [Virginia Axline] believe that it is the same inner 

drive toward self-realization, maturity, fulfillment, 

and independence that also creates those 

conditions which we call maladjustment, which 

seems to be either an aggressive determination on 

the part of the child to be himself by one means or 

another or a strong resistance to the blocking of his 

complete self-expression.



“For instance, when Tom is scorned by his parents and 

teachers and friends… he is determined to maintain his 

way before them, though they slay him. He will fight 

them. He will sulk. He will defy them. He will pretend to 

spit on the flag. And, in his complete frustration, he will 

weep with despair.

This also seems to be true of the other children…. They 

are all fighting for maturity, independence, and a right 

to be themselves.”           



re: Health

To some extent, all of 

us have healing power 

within ourselves.



Certainly trees and 

plants, cuts on our 

body, and even entire 

ecosystems are able to 

heal themselves.



Not simply being passive 

recipients of pills or surgery 

but taking an active role in

keeping oneself healthy or 

regaining one’s health 



The profit for drug 

companies is not in 

healing us, but in having 

us continue to take their 

medication forever.



Drugs often hide, or 

contain a condition, 

rather than cure it.  

2 examples out of many 

are ADHD or asthma.



For example, to 

*control* asthma, 

use an inhaler. 



To *cure* someone’s 

asthma, help reduce 

the felt stress in that 

person's life.  



Asthma is caused by 2 things:

a) an environmental irritant

b) stress

Take away either, and the 

asthma is cured.



To heal oneself one 

needs to value and 

respect oneself.



Indigenous peoples recovering 

from Intergenerational & 

Historical Trauma 

say that they have the power 

to heal themselves if they 

embrace who they are



“Cuando honramos nuestras 

costumbres… tenemos todo lo  que 

necesitamos para sanarnos dentro de 

nosotros mismos”. -- Olowan

Thunder Hawk Martinez de los

indígenas Oglala Lakota

http://www.google.ca/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=jWL1jcBPufUAVM&tbnid=EDoxlcIOoEZC5M:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://realize.coop/&ei=ExaAUsXiCrGvigKL1YHYBQ&psig=AFQjCNH0NnoVFq9UfZpOJaiks6JQSpLE-w&ust=1384212237148514
http://www.google.ca/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=yHCzxwaPJzVbDM&tbnid=nv8MWtWshtDA2M:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://onediverseculture.blogspot.com/&ei=NhSAUpHDJcm8iwLs-oHQCQ&bvm=bv.56146854,d.cGE&psig=AFQjCNHMKkxiE2XGJNs96XHTL4xhsPBong&ust=1384211889131898


Suicide rates vary widely across BC’s 

nearly 200 First Nations. 

Some communities show rates 800x 

the national average. 

In others, suicide is essentially unknown. 

Chandler & Lalonde (1998). Cultural continuity as a 

hedge against suicide in Canada's First Nations. 

Transcultural Psychiatry, 35, 191-219



Las comunidades que han tomado 

medidas activas para redescubrir y 

preservar su propia herencia cultural 

son las que tienen una tasa de suicidio 

juvenil notablemente más baja.

Chandler & Lalonde (1998). Cultural 

continuity as a hedge against suicide in 

Canada's First Nations. Transcultural 

Psychiatry, 35, 191-219.



Chandler & Lalonde.  Cultural Continuity as a Moderator of Suicide 

Risk among Canada’s First Nations.  In Kirmayer & Valaskakis (eds.). 

The Mental Health of Canadian Aboriginal Peoples: Transformations, 

Identity, and Community. UBC Press.



Language use is also an extremely 

powerful predictor of  low suicide rates.

Youth suicide rates drop to zero in the 

few communities where at least half  the 

band members report a conversational 

knowledge of  their Native language.

Hallett, Chandler, & Lalonde (2007). Aboriginal 

language knowledge and youth suicide. 

Cognitive Development, 22, 392-399



First Nations where there is greater 

knowledge of  their traditional 

language are also healthier. 

For ex., they have significantly less 

diabetes (even controlling for 

socioeconomic factors).

Oster, R. T., Grier, A., Lightning, R., Mayan, M. J., & Toth, E. L. (2014). 

Cultural continuity, traditional Indigenous language, and diabetes in 

Alberta First Nations: A mixed methods study. International Journal for 

Equity in Health, 13, 92. http://doi.org/10.1186/s12939-014-0092-4

They looked at >30 Cree and Blackfoot First Nations in Alberta

http://doi.org/10.1186/s12939-014-0092-4


Nadine Burke

Beginning of her talk:

www.devcogneuro.com/videos/nadine_burke_harris_clip_a_1_min.wmv



Early adverse experiences 

disrupt neurodevelopment, 

altering brain structure 

and function.



2 or more 

Early Adverse Experiences 

(such as lots of tension at home, often 

feeling humiliated, someone in the home 

with a mental illness, feeling no one at 

home loves you or feels you’re special) 

disrupt brain development, 

altering brain structure 

and function.



The AMYGDALA

gets activated when you see an angry or 

fearful face





Matt Lieberman et al., 2007

Amygdala activation went up in ALL conditions when an 

angry or fearful face was shown, but ONLY in the one 

condition (a) where subjects had to assign a verbal label 

to the emotion, did amygdala activation GO DOWN.

Condi

-tion

A





Normally, there’s an inverse relation between 

right ventrolateral Prefrontal activity 

and Amygdala activity

(When activation of  PFC goes up, activation of         

the amygdala goes down.)

Lieberman et al. , 2007



However, people who were exposed to adverse events 

at home growing up

show a strong positive relation between right 

ventrolateral prefrontal cortex and the amygdala.

Although they recruit prefrontal cortex for managing 

threatening cues, 

their amygdala activity is not correspondingly reduced.

Shelley Taylor, …., & Mark Lieberman (2006)

Neural responses to emotional stimuli are associated with childhood 

family stress.                        Biological Psychiatry , 60, pages 296–301



Positive relation betw VL-PFC activity

and Amygdala activity in People exposed 

to Early Life Stress

Negative relation betw VL-PFC activity

and Amygdala activity in those from 

nurturing homes

Amygdala 

right VL-PFC 



However, people who were exposed to adverse events 

at home growing up

show a strong positive relation between right 

ventrolateral prefrontal cortex and the amygdala.

Although they recruit prefrontal cortex for managing 

threatening cues, 

their amygdala activity is not correspondingly reduced.

Shelley Taylor, …., & Mark Lieberman (2006)

Neural responses to emotional stimuli are associated with childhood 

family stress.                        Biological Psychiatry , 60, pages 296–301



The brain becomes rewired:

PFC becomes unable to 

effectively communicate with, 

and thus unable to calm down,

the amygdala.

Shelley Taylor, …., & Mark Lieberman (2006)

Neural responses to emotional stimuli are associated with childhood 

family stress.                        Biological Psychiatry , 60, pages 296–301



The person stays in an anxious, 

hyper-vigilant state, constantly on 

the alert for possible danger, easily 

panicked and panicked to extreme 

levels, immobilized by things that 

provoke anxiety.



A child might be acting in the most awful 

manner because s/he’s been terribly hurt and 

is afraid of being hurt again, so s/he may push 

you away before you have a chance to reject 

him/her or will test you to see if are really 

someone s/he can feel safe with.

If we see the behavior as coming  

from hurt, we can react completely 

differently.



Victims often internalization the opinion 

of those who hurt them.

They’ve heard so often that 

they’re good for nothing, know nothing,  

are stupid - that they have something 

wrong with them or are lazy –

that they can come to believe that.

Paulo Freire, Pedagogy of the Oppressed  



Teachers, psychologists, and physicians should routinely 

consider the possibility that 

…a child who is misbehaving, 

…someone who is over-eating, or                    

…smoking, drinking too much or using illicit drugs 

might NOT have too weak inhibitory control 

(insufficient willpower)

but instead might be doing this in response to 

severe stress or in an attempt to escape the psychic 

pain or despair from severe early stress or trauma.



“Hurt is at the centre of  all addictive 

behaviours.”            --- Gabor Mate (2009)

Turning to drugs or alcohol is often seen as the 

problem, but often it is an attempt to deal with, 

or escape from, the problem --

an attempt to deaden, drown out, or escape 

emotional & social pain, despondency, & 

feelings of hopelessness



Effect of Mother’s 

Stress during Pregnancy 

on the Baby’s Brain



Paul Patterson showed that artificial activation 

of the maternal immune system in animals -- in 

the absence of infection -- produces offspring 

with behavioral & brain abnormalities consis-

tent with those seen in schizophrenia or autism. 

It seems it is not the mother’s flu infection that 

increases the risk that her fetus might later 

develop autism or schizophrenia, 



Paul Patterson showed that artificial activation 

of the maternal immune system in animals -- in 

the absence of infection -- produces offspring 

with behavioral & brain abnormalities consis-

tent with those seen in schizophrenia or autism. 

It seems it is not the mother’s flu infection that 

increases the risk that her fetus might later 

develop autism or schizophrenia, rather it is the 

immune response that the mother’s body 

mounts in response to the infection that seems 

to affect fetal brain development! 



Smith….Patterson. (2007). Maternal 

immune activation alters fetal brain 

development through interleukin-6.  

Journal of Neuroscience

Garbett…Patterson & Mirnics (2012). 

Effects of maternal immune activation on 

gene expression patterns in the fetal brain. 

Translational Psychiatry



The mother’s body mounts the 

very same immune reaction in 

response to Stress.



The single greatest mitigating factor 

to early adversity or trauma is terrific 

mothering – responsive parenting by 

a caring, warm adult.  

I don’t think this has to come from 

the child’s mother or even a relative.



Early Life Stress can also cause 

Accelerated Telomere Shortening

Review:

Price, Kao, Burgers, Carpenter, & Tyrka

2013

Telomeres and Early-life Stress:  

An Overview 

Biological Psychiatry

Jan 1; 73(1): 15-23



A telomere is the protective tip at the end of a

chromosome that caps and protects the chromosome

from deterioration.

Elizabeth Blackburn gives this analogy: Think of

telomeres as like the plastic tips that cap your

shoelaces to prevent fraying. Telomeres stabilize the

ends of chromosomes, allowing cells to divide while

holding the important genetic material intact.



A cell dies when its telomere gets too short. 

Thus telomeres determine the lifespan of cells, 

and by extension the lifespan of us. 

If telomeres get too short, the cell can also 

become malfunctional, e.g., causing inflammation 

or triggering the development of tumors.



no exposure

> 2 exposures

adverse early 

life events

differ-

ence in 

telo-

mere  

length

differ-

ence in 

telo-

mere  

length



Maternal sensitivity & warmth 

can COMPLETELY override the 

effect of early adversity

on telomere length



Outstanding Maternal Responsiveness Virtually Erases 

the Effect of Early-life Risk on Telomere Length

Asok et al. 

(2013)



Asok, A., Bernard, K., Roth, T. L., Rosen, J. 

B., & Dozier, M. 

(2013)

Parental Responsiveness Moderates the 

Association Between Early-life Stress and 

Reduced Telomere Length. 

Development and Psychopathology

25 (3), pages 577–585 



Telomerase



Another example that maternal 

sensitivity & warmth override

..early adversity

..social/ econ. disadvantage

hands down 
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Impact of the Quality of a Mother’s Responsiveness to her 

Child at Age 2 on the Number of Observed Behavior 

Problems in that Child at Age 4 

Bronfenbrenner & Morris (2006), chap. 14 in Handbk of Child Psychol. (eds. Damon & Lerner)



The association between 

childhood maltreatment 

and adulthood PTSD symptoms 

is not significant for adults who have

even fleeting memories of benevolent 

caregiving experiences.

Narayan, A. J., Ippen, C. G., Harris, W. W., & Lieberman, A. F. (2017). 

Assessing Angels in the Nursery: A Pilot Study of Childhood Memories       

of Benevolent Caregiving as Protective Influences. Infant Mental Health 

Journal, 38(4), 461-474. doi:doi:10.1002/imhj.21653



Can’t afford the latest gadgets 

or the best equipment? 

Not up on the latest books? 

It doesn’t matter.



You are enough.



Your caring is more 

important than your 

knowledge or skill, material 

possessions, or doing the 

textbook-perfect thing. 



YOU are enough



What children need most is 

to feel loved, 

respected, 

and valued.



Young people need 

activities that touch their 

hearts and minds,         

inspire them, challenge 

them to reach for the stars, 

and build their self-

confidence and pride. 



The anxiety of  feeling 

even mildly stressed is

probably never a good thing.



Joy & 

the Challenge of

Pushing One’s Limits

are better motivators

than Fear or Anxiety



Greater benefits if  

an activity is

deeply personally 

meaningful



Imperfect ≠ Worthless 



I think Montessori principles 

should be applied in 

psychotherapy,

medicine, 

care of the elderly,

community building, 

conflict resolution, & more



The single greatest mitigating 

factor to early adversity or 

trauma is terrific parenting –

responsive parenting by a 

caring, warm adult.  



YOU are enough



What children need most is 

to feel loved, 

respected, 

and valued.



Your caring is more 

important than your 

knowledge or skill, 

material things, or doing the 

textbook-perfect thing. 



¡Gracias por               
su atención!

adele.diamond@ubc.ca


